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WELCOME

Happy Holidaze

Thank you for picking up the December issue of the Emerald Magazine. 

This month we embrace cold weather with warm clouds of smoke in 
our High for the Holidays issue. We here at the magazine took our time 
and tested many hashish products to ensure we keep our readers feeling 
their best this winter season. November’s Humboldt County Cup got the 
ball rolling in the most extracting way. Our team concentrated on testing 
some of the toughest dabs out there. From Dab Dynasty to our extract 
gift guide, we’ve brought the goods to you.

People can enjoy cannabis in many forms; extracts and concentrates 
are only a small portion of the industry. This holiday season we’ve 
also brought you the warmth of cannabis Craft Elixirs and cannabinoid 
infused Loft Wellness Tea. Both companies, one on each coast, are 
warming up the trend of internal comfort. 

To all of our readers out there, we wish you the happiest of holidays. May 
this year end well and the grass grow greener on the other side of 2016. 
From all of us at the Emerald Magazine, have a terrific New Year!

Cheers, 
Christina DeGiovanni  
Publisher
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Vaping Redefined

ALCHEMY by DARK HEART

By V. Voss

  Earlier this year, on the holy holiday of 
April 20th, a clone nursery in Sacramento 
called Dark Heart launched their first line of 
botanical vape pens infused with cannabis. 
The line is called Alchemy, and with it comes 
a new direction in vaping. 

  Alchemy by Dark Heart’s leading lady 
Bradny Petricka says, “This pen is different 
from a lot of those offered to patients in that it 
combines cannabis oil and botanical extracts 
to enhance your experiences.”  The four prod-
ucts are Relax (indica, chamomile and lav-
ender) to calm, Explore (floral sativa blend, 
jasmine and rose) to raise curiosity, charis-
ma and confidence, Inspire (sativa, vanilla, 
sweet orange and clove, creating a “chai” 
essence) to enliven creativity and imagina-
tion, and Awaken (sativa, mint and citrus) 
to invigorate the senses. These vaporizers 
are both chic looking and a pleasing inhaling 
experience. 

  Alchemy is the latest lovely effort from 
the arbiters of excellent clones, Dark Heart 
Nursery, which has been providing premium 
clones since 2007.  According to Petricka, 
“All of our cannabis is sourced from our com-
munity of expert farmers.  The cannabis oil 
is extracted using a super-critical CO2 pro-
cess. Our extractors use the highest quality 
equipment. Many of the botanical extracts are 
derived from the same CO2 process or with 
steam distilled extraction.”

  Knowing the therapeutic benefits of terpe-
nes, the alchemists at Dark Heart blend the 
many health benefits of cannabis and other 
botanical extracts such as lavender and jas-
mine. “It seemed like these mixes of botani-
cals brought about the perfect blend for well-
ness,” says Petricka. “We are excited to bring 
this product to the cannabis marketplace 
throughout California.  We believe  it starts 
to change the conversation in that our product 

Above

Flavor “Explore” (hybrid, 
jasmine and rose) to raise 
curiosity, charisma and 
confidence

Below

Organic cannabis used in the 
making of Alchemy by Dark 
Heart’s vaporizer extracts, The four botanical vape experiences include: 

Relax (indica, chamomile and lavender) 
Explore (hybrid, jasmine and rose)
Inspire (hybrid, vanilla, sweet orange, and clove 
Awaken (Sativa, mint and citrus) to invigorate 
the senses.



ALCHEMY

by DARK HEART

- A W A K E N -

DarkHeartNursery.com

is not strain based but experience 
based.  Through our process we 
create a consistent experience and 
taste that patients can depend on.”

  This writer first crossed paths 
with Alchemy by Dark Heart at the 
2015 Golden Tarp Awards in Red-
way, California. The experience 
was delicious and unforgettable. 
While many vape companies com-
pete for the highest level of THC, 
Alchemy by Dark Heart’s pens 
were different. They were pleasant, 
tasty and enjoyable. There was no 

residual feeling of paranoia or anx-
iety after inhaling which made the 
experience all the better.  

  Every pen carries an average 
‘sip’ of 200-250 puffs. For those 
interested in trying Alchemy by 
Dark Heart, you can find them in 
Sacramento at River City Phoenix 
and in Mendocino at the Leonard 
Moore Cooperative. To learn more 
about Alchemy, or to become a 
distributor visit them online at  
darkheartnursery.com.

rewarded.be

WIN A FREE ROOM STAY!

a romantic.be

Just be one of the first 30 people to qualify 
 by earning 2000 points while playing slots 

 or 2 hours of rated Table Game play 
 within any single promotion day.

Subject to availability. Maximum of 30 rooms will be given out each promotion 
day. The promotion is over when last free room stay certificate is awarded. 
Hotel room stay must be booked/redeemed within 60 days of date issued. 

UFC 194
ALDO VS. McGREGORALDO VS. McGREGOR

VIEWING PARTY

DECEMBER 12TH 
AT 7PM 

DRINK SPECIALS DURING THE FIGHT

WATCH THE FIGHT FREE!

the roaring 20's are back.  
join us as we ring in 2016  

with good fortune!
free entertainment with  

no cover charge!

complimentary hats, noise makers 
& other party favors.

ballroom | 9pm 
lightning boom productions

thirsty bear lounge | 9pm 
the undercovers

Balloon Drop | 12am

TIS’ THE SEASON 
 TO FEAST!
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

ON SPECIAL HOLIDAY BUFFETS AND 
OTHER DINING SPECIALS!

CHRISTMAS DAY BUFFET

NEW YEAR'S EVE PRIME RIB 
& SEAFOOD BUFFET

NEW YEAR'S EVE MIDNIGHT 
BREAKFAST BUFFET

NEW YEAR'S DAY BRUNCH

Promotions with rated table games play are based on minimum $10 bet. Must be 21 years or older, or accompanied by an adult, to enter casino. Management reserves all rights. Visit Casino Services for full details.

11 Bear Paws Way 
Loleta, CA 95551

800.761.2327
bearrivercasino.com
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VIOLET-GREEN WINERY WISHES 
 

 
 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY! 
 

Tel./FAX 707-445-8679   www.violetgreenwinery.com 
 

Violet-Green Winery Wishes

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
TO OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY!

Tel./Fax: (707) 445-8679
www.violetgreenwinery.com



The Hipster of Concentrates 

  When Oregon became the fourth 
state to legalize recreational cannabis 
it opened the doors for businesses like 
Portland Extracts to provide customers 
with top shelf shatter, dabs and live 
resin (a type of BHO (Butane Hash 
Oil)). The law also allowed them to 
provide extraction services to others 
in the community, “There are no mem-
bership or door fees charged to our 
patients. We strive to offer the highest 
level of patient services and care by 
providing a safe, clean and relaxing 
environment for O.M.M.P. (Oregon 
Medical Marijuana Patients),” says 
Portland Extracts’ website.
  The dispensary, located east of the 
Willamette River, on the southeast 
end of Division street, is open six days 
a week from 11am to 7pm. The club 
prides itself on its competitive prices 
and a diverse menu of strains, concen-
trates and edibles. 
  The Big Buddha Blue Cheese is listed 
first on their flower menu and retails 
from $10 a gram to $220 an ounce. 
The Black Sugar Rose, one of the more 
popular stains at the club, is rated with 
a 4.5 out of 5 stars on Smoker’s Report 
and costs consumers $30 an eighth. 

    The concentrate menu ranges in 
price from $19 to $35 a gram. Strains 
of shatter such as Purple Dream, which 
is a cross between Grand Daddy Purple 
and Blue Dream is an indica dominant 
extract. Catch a whiff of its grape scent 
and find yourself the highest you’ve 
been all holiday season.
  Southern Oregon Kush is another 
popular concentrates from Portland 
Extracts. It tests at 76.34% THC and 
a whopping 4.84% CBD. One gram of 
Southern Oregon Kush retails for $29 
and can be purchased tax free (along 
with all other cannabis) until January 
4th.
   The edible selection consists of a 
dozen choices (give or take) at any 
time. From their $7 CBD taffy to their 
$19 Grön confections chocolate bar, 
there’s something in store for everyone 
this holiday season. 
  The next time you’re in Portland, drop 
on into the dispensary. You don’t need 
a prescription because it’s legal, and 
you don’t need cash (although always 
accepted) because the use of ATM 
cards is allowed. We know, amazing, 
right?

For more information,  
visit PortlandExtracts.com  

or call 503-719-4861

V. Voss 

Extract
Southern Oregon Kush

Extract
Headband

Label
Portland Extracts

Portland
EXTRACTS
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DAB
 DYNASTY

P O T  T A L K  W I T H  E M I L Y  H O B E L M A N N

S H A T T E R  Y O U R  H O L I D A z E

Dab Dynasty is a cannabis 
extraction outfit based in 
Northern California with 
products available at select 
dispensaries throughout 
the state. Dab Dynasty 
uses whole organic plant 
material to make their ex-
tracts, and they thoroughly 

screen their raw material for contami-
nants to ensure high quality end pro-
ducts.

  This is not some backyard-BHO 
made by unconscious people in the 
weed game solely to make a profit. 
Based on my conversation with a Dab 
Dynasty representative, I can say with 
certainty that these folks are in the ex-
tract business in order to help and heal. 
Dab Dynasty products are made with 
the patient in mind, and their products 
are clean, professionally packaged, ef-
fective and made without adding ter-
penes.

  Dab Dynasty has a good reputa-
tion -- no less than three members 
of the Southern Humboldt cannabis 
community recommended the Dab 
Dynasty line of concentrates when I 

advertised my intent to write about 
an extract for the High for the Holi-
days issue of the Emerald Magazine.  
(I wish you a Dabby December!)

  I appreciate extracts because they 
have legitimate medicinal applications. 
And like cannabis flowers, you can se-
lect concentrates that have certain ef-
fects, certain ratios of THC-to-CBD, 
certain textures...whatever characteris-
tics work for you.

  People use dabs to get relief from 
migraines or other forms of severe or 
chronic pain, to enhance focus and to 
get off prescription pain pills. By doing 
dabs, you are avoiding ingesting com-
busted plant material. Dabs are more 
potent than flower, so you don’t need as 
much material to get high and it’s less 
cannabis to carry. Plus, when you do a 
dab, you really get to enjoy the rainbow 
of flavors of any given cannabis strain 
-- extracts can be much more flavorful. 
Now with the advent of vape pens, you 
can dab ultra discreetly. 

  Speaking personally, I have Raynaud’s 
Disease -- the arteries in my extremi-
ties spasm in response to cold tempe-

Good Dab or Bad Dab?

  What to consider

• Sniff for a smell 
• Does it leave behind a pleasant taste? 
• Remember, just because the concentrate is clear 
doesn’t make it better.

H U M B O L D T  C O U N T Y
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ATOMIC  OG  IS  AN  INDICA
DOMINANT  HYBRID: 
HAzE  X  TRAINWRECK  X  OG  X  BLUEBERRY  X  URKLE

the extract 
bombards 
my senses 

ratures or stress. My fingers, toes, nose 
and ears are primarily affected, and 
when I get hit with a Raynaud’s attack, 
I experience pallor, pain and numbness 
in those areas. My hands get so pain-
fully ice cold sometimes, and I have 
found that a good powerful dab will 
warm me right up from the inside out. 

  There are many advantages to dab-
bing if you dab right, and dabbing 
right means getting your extracts from 
a legitimate source, from an ethical ex-
tract artist, if you will. Let’s all support 
extract artists that use organic material 
and safe processes and thereby elevate 
the public opinion of dabs by dabbing 
with a conscience.

  I did some dabs right by acquiring 
a sample of Atomica OG extract for 
this edition of Pot Talk. Atomica OG 
is an indica dominant hybrid: Haze x 
Trainwreck x OG x Blueberry x Urkle. 
The Dab Dynasty extract is a single 
solvent dewaxed concentrate that un-
derwent a 48+ hour purge process. 
Dewaxing is a step in the extraction 
process whereby the extraction artist 
removes residual lipids, making for a 
nice, clear concentrate.

  The color of the Atomica OG concen-
trate is amber with a subtle green tint. 
It’s translucent, clear and glassy -- it 
glistens just like a Jolly Rancher hard 
candy. This little slab of dab has an 
earthy smell with sweet fruity and pi-
ney undertones. The texture is gooey 
but totally tacky, like caramel. My dab 

expert friend and smoking companion 
@dabbape says it’s got nice snap-and-
pull. 

  If you want to hone your cannabis 
lingo, I’ll refer you to the June 2014 
article in The Cannabist called “The 
cannabis lexicon: Terms to know, from 
A-Z.” In the article, “Pull ’n snap” is 
defined as, “The texture of hash oil 
which lies between a more runny oil 
and the shelf stable shatter at room 
temperature, a proper pull and snap is 
easily gripped by the dabber but pulls 
slightly before snapping off. The am-
bient temperature plays a huge part in 
oil’s texture, as more heat will make it 
more runny and sappy while cold will 
make it shatter.” 

  I sampled the Atomica OG on a Fa-
berge egg style rig with a titanium 
e-nail set at 720 degrees Fahrenheit. 
When I dropped a dab of Atomica OG 
on the super hot nail, it was instantly 
vaporized leaving no discernible resi-
due. I found the smoke from the Ato-
mica OG extract to be smooth, rich 
and velvety. The flavor, like the smell, 
is earthy, fruity and more citrusy; the 
extract bombards my senses. 

  When dab virtuoso @dabbape took 
a rip of the extract, he threw out the 
phrase OG Knockdown. Both of us ex-
perienced an immediate head change, 
and a change in how our eyes felt. It 
was a crisp SoHum evening and yes, 
my first dab of Atomica OG did warm 
me up. I did not descend into darkness 

or paranoia like I sometimes do when 
dabbing indica-dominant cannabis. 

  When I revisited the Atomica OG a 
couple days later, I found myself expe-
riencing a rational high -- I felt groun-
ded and reasonable. I honored the high 
by enjoying a hike in the fresh air and 
sunshine. Ultimately I did feel that OG 
knockdown effect... I got super sleepy 
and had to take a nap. It happens. But if 

that’s the only drawback I experienced 
from consuming this extract, it’s all 
good.

  Thanks to the folks at Dab Dynasty 
for hookin’ up the Atomica OG for 
this edition of Pot Talk. You can check 
out Dab Dynasty for yourself on Ins-
tagram: @dabdynasty_official.

 Find Us: @HumboldPatient @WonderlandNursery 
@TheHeartofHumboldt @KindSolutions @CookiesSF215 
@RedwoodCoastCollective & #DMCompassionCenter

Follow Us

Made with Ice 
Water Hash.  

Chris 
Carroll
(707) 499-1222

Established in 1998

Water Rights Registrations
CDFW Stream Diversion Permits

3 Acre Conversions

Water Board Waste Discharge 
Permits for Marijuana Cultivation
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Rough
Emerald In The 

  It’s late autumn and the market is saturated. 
The initial push from various grow opera-
tions, both legal and otherwise, have passed 
their peaks and the season is winding down…
for some. Others in the legal medicinal wing 
of our counties operational proceedings are 
only just beginning their next wave of pro-
ducts to continue serving their customer 
base. Legitimacy and coming into the light 
of commonality by way of consistently qua-
lity products for patients seeking alternative 
and effective medicine is a magnum opus that 
knows no season. After a recent excursion to 
Oregon, who only recently saw recreational 
cannabis go into effect, it was amazing to see 
first hand all that is possible when the culture 
is embraced in the mindset and enveloped in 
knowledge. From Portland to Ashland, hun-
dreds of shops opened up seemingly over 
night, as if the entire state had its hands in 
the center, and upon legalization let out a 
resounding, “And… BREAK!” as they scat-

Soil
Pet Supplies
Cover Crops
Water Tanks
Plant Nursery
Hay and Feed
Amendments
Irrigation Supplies

(530) 629-2399
39509 Hwy 299   

WE DELIVER

WE 
OFFER:

#Trinity-River-Garden-Center

By Sam Greenspan



“All of our employees have a 

share in whats going on. We 

have share farming, and we 

utilize practices and 

techniques which have the 

lowest impact possible on the 

ecosystem. IE collecting rain 

water, managing water 

storage, and other shared 

practices. It’s environmentally 

and emotionally viable, with 

expansion on proprietary 

genetics.’’   

tered to begin serving their customers. Ore-
gon Medical Marijuana patients (OMMP) 
in the state are allowed to go to the front of 
the line, bucking the recreational users so 
that their needs are served first. For many 
growers and patients alike, this is a utopia, 
and a small vision of the way that they always 
saw legalization coming to fruition. Here in 
California, we still have a dearth of growers 
that are prioritizing their patients as if they 
were already at the front of the line, such is 
Emerald Orchards. However, their goal is not 
to just provide products, but rather to be an 
example on the advanced guard of protecting 
the local industry.
  I spoke with one of Emerald Orchards 
owners, Andrew Tone, over coffee on a brisk 
morning to know more about what he feels 
his and his businesses role is in the future of 
the burgeoning boomtown of the cannabis 
industry. 
  “Emerald Orchards is a farm co-operative 
of organic and sustainably organized farms. 
We consist of farms in Humboldt and Trinity 
county, and we are a group of people that 
are trying to organize ourselves and legiti-
mize ourselves for the next 
phase which is coming fast. 
And our goal is to keep the 
farmers and the “mom and 
pop” organizations that 
exist around here current, 
and that Humboldt County 
has a future in this industry, 
because right now is stands 
on the edge of a knife.” He 
continued, “part of our goal with what we’re 
doing is to exemplify our own representation 
in the community. The going quietly thing? 
It hasn’t been going well in case anyone is 
paying attention.”
  To that same end, and cross referenced with 
the visibility of growers in Oregon, it would 
seem that Emerald Orchards has a strate-
gy which is an increasingly common trait 
amongst growers. In that, strength in both 
numbers and transparency will be a boon to 
both their business and the industry at large. 
  “Let’s say you have a farm and make a good 
product, or an extract company and make a 
good product; get out there and tell people 
about it! It’s all about people getting outside 
their comfort zone, and you can’t do it all 
yourself. It’s very important that you get in-
volved, and communicative. Follow whatever 
rules are being laid down, and use them to 
your advantage. Because, we, as a commu-

nity, are being observed right now. We have 
an opportunity to show other places how to 
do things properly. It’s an amazing time to be 
doing what we’re doing. We’re a small blip 
on the radar, but we are able to do things so 
efficiently with our processes, that we believe 
it deserves attention. There’s a new wave of 
entrepreneurs that are business people, not 
plant people. They don’t understand that we 
care primarily about our plants and their me-
dicinal properties.
  When asked about what separates Emerald 
Orchards from other farms, Tone went on to 
say, “All of our employees have a share in 
whats going on. We have share farming, and 
we utilize practices and techniques which 
have the lowest impact possible on the eco-
system. IE collecting rain water, managing 
water storage, and other shared practices. 
It’s environmentally and emotionally viable, 
with expansion on proprietary genetics. Our 
gardens also thrive using a custom blend of 
biologically enriched, organic amendments 
by local company Soil Scape Solutions.”
  Our conversation continued on with florid 

discussion about en-
visioning the future of 
the industry, with ideas 
of ganja hay bail rides 
on farms, or even tur-
ning various plots of 
lands into a latter day 
wine country motif. 
Throughout the inter-
view, Tone’s passion 

and love of his products and his position 
was palpable. It was refreshing as a journa-
list that there are still a bevy of people in this 
world who are trying to help just as much if 
not more so than they are trying to make a 
buck. 
  “It’s a spirit of mutual respect. Through our 
land, everything comes out. We do. Our li-
velihoods do, and our health can as well. We 
evolved at the same time as these plants. We 
rose in an agrarian format, but then there’s 
the entrepreneur side. So you can’t be too far 
on one side or the other. It’s necessary for 
survival.”
  All of the contact information, lists and 
photos of products and where to find them 
can be found at Emerald Orchards website at 
emeraldorchards.org. Lastly, speaking from 
personal experience, if you have any ailment 
that fits the bill of their medical parameters, 
their products take mighty fine care of you.    

Emerald Orchards is 
a farm co-operative 

of organic and  
sustainably organized 

farms. 
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CISTLETOE
DIY

by Jessica Albee

Step Three:

• Once you have arranged them to 
your liking, take the wire wrapped 

bud and place in front center of your 
arrangement. Carefully take the 

remainder of your wire and wrap the 
arrangement together.

Step Four:

• To make the hanger, cut another 6” of 
wire. Loop the wire, then wrap each of 

the sides of wire around the top of your 
wrapped stems.

Step Five:

• Cut 8” of ribbon and tie to your liking 
around the top of

the cistletoe stems, covering the green wire.

Step Six: Find the perfect spot to hang it high and let the

holiday kissing begin! 

G E T  L U C K Y 
T H I S  Y E A R  W I T H 
A  H O M E M A D E 
C A N N A B I S 
M I S T L E T O E

>>>>>>>>>>>

Step One:

 • Take your cannabis flower by the stem and 
securely attach a 8” piece of wire. Leave 6” 
of the wire unwrapped for later use in step 
three.

Step Two:

• Take your selected evergreens, holly berries, 
and other decorations and stack them on top 
of each other with stems meeting at the top. 
You want to make sure that you’ve cleaned 
up the stem tips for ease in wire wrapping.

What You’ll Need

• One sprig of mistletoe

• Holiday Ribbon of Choice

• Thin, green floral wire

• Cannabis flower, ideally  
one inch or longer, with  
visible stem TheEmeraldMagazine.com

Hang 
it 

High 

"

"

• Fresh Cut Fan Leaves

• Evergreens of Choice: Pine, 
Cedar, Spruce, Holly Berries

• Clippers & Sizers

23 | Emerald | December 2015
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Emerald
Extract
Gift Guide

Find Turtle Hill extract oil at any of the 
following San Francisco dispensaries:  

 
• SPARC -1256 Mission St. • 

• The Green Door - 843 Howard St. • 
• 1944 Ocean -1944 Ocean Ave •

   BLOOM FARMS
Bloom Farms mission is to 

bring safe and enjoyable medi-
cine to patients who use medical 

cannabis as part of a healthy, 
fulfilling lifestyle, while remo-

ving the negative social stigmas 
of cannabis. Their extracts 

come from sustainably farmed 
and responsibly made cultiva-
tion practices. Their labels are 
decidently designed around 

their mantra: relaxation, relief, 
creativity and fun.  

Find their products in  
Arnold, Berekly, Bakersfield, 
Chatsworth, Cathedral City, 
Castro Valley Canoga Park, 
Guerneville, Grover Beach, 
Goleta, Glendale, Gardena, 

Fremont, Encino and  
Los Angeles, California

Tangerine Dream 

Alpine Vapor

A  
 
lpine Vapor is 

dedicated to creating 
safe and effective 
concentrates and 
e-liquids. Find their 
extracts at The Green 
Door, 843 Howard 
Street and through the 
Green Team delivery 
company in Berekly. 

OG Kush 
Oil from 

Turtle Hill 

CASHMERE CONCENTRATES
Sour 
Diesel 
Water 
Hash

BAKERS BUBBLE

Specalizes in 
water hash and 
wax. Find them in 
the Sacremento / 
Bay Area.

HASHBURY EXTRACTS
Specializing in the highest 
quality cannabis ice water 
extractions.

DANK TANK

Holy Grail 
Kush  

BD VAPE

Black-
berry Kush 
Vaporizer 
Cartridge

MOONSHINE MELTS
zkittles Water Hash

FIND YOUR CHI
with THC

EMERALD FARMS
Cartridges are available in half 
and full grams with over 14 
flavors to choose from. 

CO2 MADE
Pineapple 
Thai Wax

CANNA NECTAR

Find this oil company 
through SF Green Delivery

DABBER’S DELIGHT
Home of the Dabs, Herb, Oil, Hash, Weed, Joints, 
Blunts, Ganja, Concentrates, Wax, Edibles, 
Caramel Wax, Kush, OG, Pipes, Vaperizors.

ICE WAX

Sour D.
H2O Hash
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Renew your 215
from ANY doctor
or clinic for less

all renewals
starting at
$80

WALK-INS WELCOME
WED & SAT 11-5pm

Special 
discount
for Seniors, SSI, Veterans 
$ Students

Medical Cannabis Consultants

New 
Patients

Only

$95

707-407-0527
508 I street, Eureka

(across from HC court House)

lowe� price
Evaluations in

HumCo

lowe� price
Evaluations in

HumCo

WALK-INS WELCOME
WED & SAT 11-5pm

WALK-INS WELCOME
WED & SAT 11-5pm

WALK-INS WELCOME
WED & SAT 11-5pm

WALK-INS WELCOME
WED & SAT 11-5pm

WALK-INS WELCOME
WED & SAT 11-5pm

all renewals
starting at

all renewals
starting at

all renewals
starting at



SUN KISSED 
FARMS
Sour Diesel 
Solvent Less 
Rosin 

GRAHAM’S BRAND
Humboldt County 
collective with 
top shelf cannabis 
products

OASIS CLEAR
Pure organic 
cannabis oil

2015 Humboldt 
County Cup  
Concentrate

PRIME EXTRACTIONS

Gorilla Glue #4 
Shatter

TALKING TREES FARMS
High grade 
cannabis extracts

THC Concentrate Winner
#1 THCC10- 74.6% THC, Humboldt Honey CO2 Oil by Emerald 
Genetics team of Northern California and Emerald Genetics

Solventless Concentrate Winner
#1 CS3- 61.1% THC, Berry White 
Hash Rosin by Thomas S. of  
Humboldt County and Spirit 
Extracts

Pretty Girl Extracts
Just as awesome as the name sounds, 
Pretty Girl Extracts is a female owned 
and operated company serving you 
nothing but the best.



425 Snug Alley, Eureka, CA  
• (707) 445-8015 •

L e t s
W o r k

T og e t h e r

Jetty Extracts offers cannabis 
users a clean and simple way to 
consume extracts. Launching in 
2013 with their vape pens, Jetty 
Extracts contain a blend of can-
nabis and polyethylene glycol. 
Get them delivered to your door 
step from Might Breed Delivery.

Jetty Extracts

Rumpelstiltskin (Rump Wax)
Rumpelstiltskin AKA Rump Wax is a colorful  

extraction company with a product that’ll put a smile 
across your face. Find them in California at Barbary 

Coast and The Floral Element.

For shatter, wax, oil, crumble or vaporizer  
cartridges Gold Drop has got your back.
Pictures on the left is their delicious Cherry 
AK-47 Wax. Find them in the Bay Area!

Gold Drop

Crystal Clear Concentrates product line of cannabis ex-
tracts known as STR8ORGANICS offer several types of 
shatter, four of which are pictured above: Cannatonic 
Shatter, Chernobyl Shatter, Girl Scout Shatter, and Gorilla 
Glue #4 Shatter. 
Have them delivered to you through Green Coach and 
The Green Team delivery in San Francisco.

STR8ORGANICS

When the doctor is in, the 
smoking begins. Dr. Dabs is 
your one stop shop to wax, 

crumble and shatter. Their ma-
gical medicine will get you up 
and going in no time. Try one 
of their many strain extracts at 
Grass Roots in San Francisco. 

Dr. Dabs

Jack’s
extracts

Now available through:

MADE IN
hu

mb

oldt county

c a lif o r nia

Coming to a dispensary near you...

jacks-extracts.com
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VADER EXTRACTS
California-based extraction com-
pany that specializes in BHO.

X-TRACTED LABORATORIES

The X-Tracted 
team is made up 
of professionals, 
chemists, concen-
trate gurus, and 
industry insiders 
dedicated to the 
production of the 
finest concen-
trated cannabis 
products found 
anywhere in the 
world.

DAB DYNASTY
Read more on pages
15 - 17 of this issue.

zodiac Extracts

«  
Murdering 
the game,   

 one slab at a  
 time.

TERPENSTEIN
Girl Scout Cookies 
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grassrootsfabricpots.com • (916) 922-9222 •             @grassrootsfabricpots

Call now for pickup at 
Emerald Cup.  

(916) 922-9222
Booth 48 

in the Hall of Flowers

get 20% off pots 
100 gallons and up 

in December
use code “2winter0”

Celebrate the holidays  

707.822.SOUL (7685)
854 10th Street  Arcata, CA 

Stop in today or find us online
@ soultosoulspa.com

Spa Parties for up to 12 people
Gift Certificates for all Services
Beautiful gifts from our Boutique

at Soul to Soul Spa
  with our Fabulous 
    Foot Bar & Spa
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NATIONAL CANNABIS EVENTS
DECEMBER 2015

The Character Projects

Blue Lake, CA

8pm | Join Dell’Arte’s 2nd year MFA 
students in a spirited evening of per-
formance.

18
Orange County NORML Meeting 

Orange County, CA

7 PM | Join the Orange County chapter 
of NORML for their monthly meeting.

19
Christmas Cannabis Cup   

Los Angeles, CA

8 PM | Come out and be in full chill 
mode as the best Trees and Dabs in 
LA are determined at the Christmas 
Cannabis Cup.  

12
Cannabis Rally

Waco, TX

Time Varies | Join fellow Texans for 
their December cannabis rally.

13
Emerald Cup 

Santa Rosa, CA

11 AM | Three day cannabis event in 
Sonoma County.

09
Cannabusiness Compliance 101  

Honolulu, HI 

5:30pm | This seminar feature insights 
from some of the cannabis industry’s 
most accomplished leaders.

26
Chronica

Dallas, TX

8 PM | NORML’s 4th annual holiday 
celebration “Chronica” is confirmed for 
Saturday 12/26 from 8pm - midnight at 
Club Dada in Dallas

28
SE Ohio NORML Meeting 

Nelsonville, OH

7:30 PM | Join this months monthly 
meeting at Mama Renie’s Pizza, 28 
Public Square, Nelsonville, OH

17
Hawaii Concentrates

Honolulu, HI

8:30 AM| Hawaii Cannabis Concentrate 
Production Technology Course.
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Loft Tea
Modern Wellness

Specialty Teas, Organic Flowers, Wild Herbs and Cannabinoid Infusions

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK                                           WRITTEN BY HILARY ANNE OSBORN

Living in Brooklyn, 
there are some common sentiments you often 
hear. Usually, it’s the observation that Brook-
lyn is changing rapidly, in terms of population 
growth and development. The most exciting 
part of living in Brooklyn is observing new 
businesses popping up constantly. That’s why 
it was a pleasant surprise to learn about Loft 
Tea, a modern wellness company based in 
Williamsburg that boasts “specialty teas, or-
ganic flowers, wild herbs and cannabinoid in-
fusions formulated for each part of your day.” 
I had the pleasure of speaking with Michael 
Christopher, the founder of Loft Tea, about his 
products and his vision. “We’ve been around 
for about 2 years, and we just incorporated 
this year. Starting this business was a dream 
of mine.”
  
  We were curious about how a business like 
Loft Tea could function on the east coast as 
opposed to the west, in New York where policy 
has yet to catch up. “It’s definitely frustrating 
at times. Things like patient access need to im-
prove because we need to be able to navigate 
the market to solve consumer issues through 
product development.” The products that Loft 
Tea offers are innovative, and represent what 
we at the Emerald Magazine consider to be 
the future of cannabis culture. Using organic, 
locally cured teas and pairing them with nat-
urally extracted cannabinoids, these beverages 
are deliciously well crafted. There’s the option 
of Renew tea, imbued with Yerba, peppermint 
and lemon, keeping you alert and helping you 
focus. There’s React, a blend of passion flower 
and green teas that energizes you. Then there 
is Recharge, flavored with valerian root, cham-
omile and hibiscus, an evening blend meant 
to repair your sleep cycle and help you feel 
rested. These are a few of the flavor blends 
available in those three categories, and all of 
Loft Tea’s drinks contain CBD extract (Bo-
nus: They are all sparkling teas, who doesn’t 
love bubbles??). Loft Tea’s brand is focused 
less on “rebranding” cannabis, and is more so 
interested in what Michael referred to as “be-
fore-branding.” “We want to encourage people 
to think of cannabis as the herb, as just another 
part of the synergistic herbs and flowers that 
we are utilizing. We want to celebrate it as the 
plant that it is.” 
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  We spoke optimistically about New York City 
policy change. Though there is a list of con-
ditions that are legally granted permission to 
use medicinal cannabis, there are still no op-
erational dispensaries in New York state. “Ob-
viously, it’s a larger industry out west. I have a 
similar dream for New York, so I’ve decided 
to stick around and start developing awareness 
now by building my business here.”

  Michael also spoke briefly about the growing 
industry in regards to his commitment to sus-
tainable, environmentally friendly cultivation 
and production. “We want to source tea from 
the types of farms that treat the earth how we 
would treat it if we had our own farms.” This 
company looks to the future by contemplating 

multiple trajectories, such as also producing 
tea accessories, pairing edibles, exploring the 
possibilities in hospitality with dining product 
pairings, and continuing to pursue access for 
the medical community.

  Loft Tea is doing its part to establish a mar-
ket place for a wide range of customers. Mi-
chael believes we are in the midst of a tea re-
naissance, and Loft Tea wants to highlight the 
medicinal properties of cannabinoids rather 
than the psychoactive, for people who might 
be on the fence about exploring the wellness 
benefits. “We believe it’s better to invest in ed-
ucating the public now, and tell an east coast 
perspective, while developing products that 
identify with this region.” Cheers, Brooklyn!

To learn more, visit Lofttea.com

John Ford  Insurance Agency
Call Now for a Quote

Protect your crop,

Protect your future.

710 E street Suite 245
Eureka, Ca 95501

707-273-5233

Cannabis Policies 
can Include:

• General Liability
• Product Liability

• Property Crop
• Equipment         

Breakdown               
Cultivation

• Transporters, etc.
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DRINK UP

Larry R. Houch
  What do you get when you cross Chicago’s sophisticated post-speakeasy vintage cocktail 
culture with Seattle’s embrace of experimental gastronomy and recreational cannabis?

  A wonderous line of syrups and elixirs fit for both craft cocktails and pancakes. You get Craft 
Elixirs, a small startup in the charming Wallingford neighborhood of Seattle.

  Jamie Hoffman came to THC-based elixirs through a twisting path. After graduating in 1995 
from Northwestern University with a major in Communications and Advertising she managed 
integrated marketing programs in the commercial construction industry. Hoffman developed 
website databases and content management systems for rooftop companies like Tecta Ameri-
ca, a full service roof company that offers, among other services, vegetative roofing, otherwise 
known as ‘green roofs’. When Hoffman realized that Tecta didn’t offer garden maintenance as 
part of their services, she saw an opportunity. Her company Chicago Earth LLC, designed and 
maintained vertical rooftop gardens: pillars of greenery in the heart of the city, stocked with 
mint, basil and other aromatic edibles. 

CRAFT ELIXIRS
WASHINGTON



  By 2009 Hoffman had branded Chicago Earth 
as a boutique service, catering to penthouse 
owners and luxury condominiums across the 
city, providing soul-refreshing green spaces 
as rooftop retreats, little islands of serenity 
perched atop steel and concrete skyscrapers. 
  That sparked her interest in infusing syrups 
with herbs for coffee, cocktails and whatev-
er. Her curiosity simmered in the cauldron of 
the Windy City’s foodie mecca, where chef’s 
spicy concoctions led her to pair habanero 
with smoke and other beguiling combina-
tions. No one thing led Hoffman to found 
Craft Elixirs, but her background in horticul-
ture and herb growing, and Chicago’s culinary 
and craft drinks scene certainly contributed.  
  So, with Washington state’s I-502 recrea-
tional cannabis law passed, Hoffman reinvent-
ed herself as a provider of high-end boutique 
elixirs – everything from a standard simple 
syrup (with either 10mg or 60mg THC per 
100ml), to the exotically named Verdita Drag-
on (named “Little Green” after the southern 
Mexican tequila-accompanying shot – pine-
apple, lime, jalapeño), to the simple, yet pro-
foundly tasty Ballard Beat (blueberry and 
orange). And for something healthy to nibble 
on, she included a line of dried fruit chew 
edibles: citrus, or pineapple/chocolate, or lo-
cal Washington Apple & Cinnamon chips. 
  Sometimes sophisticated can be a hard sell.   
Even though I-502 has been implemented with 
sometimes maddeningly deliberate caution (it 

was months after Colorado opened recreational 
shops that Washington got around to offering 
licenses, and months beyond that before the 
first shops opened, plagued by shortages at 
first), there remains a certain youthful aspect 
in extracts and edibles. Hoffman describes it as 
‘teenage-boy based’. The overly sweet, extreme 

Craft Elixir collection: Verdita Dragon, Ballard Beat, Seattle Simple and Bagley Ave. Brew (far right) Ginger Grass

with five X’s marketing that aims for the gonzo 
instead of the gourmet. 

  “It’s been a bit of a struggle,” Hoffman says. 
“The product takes a lot of explaining. It’s not 
always popular with tourists.” Her vision is of a 
fresh, seasonal and refined cannabis-based bev-

erage, one that expresses and accentuates the 
natural exquisite flavors of the plant.

  Indeed, a local shop identified an elixir (Wall-
ingford Wanderlust – a simple syrup with straw-
berry and peppercorn flavors) as ‘for cooking’, 
totally ignoring its potential as a topping, as an 
addition to wine or cocktails, or adding it to 
hot water to make a delicious and unique tea.  
   Not content with just adding THC to sugar 
water, Hoffman pushes for a product that stands 
on its own.“Every bartender makes their own 
syrup,” Hoffman says. “Because premade syr-
ups are just not as good. I experimented until 
I could make one that I would enjoy. I wanted 
something that could be both a cocktail syrup, 
and syrup on French toast. Something that’s fun 
and social, maybe a splash in a glass of wine 
while you’re sitting around chilling with friends. 
Something that’s good for a lot of applications.”  
  Her products are of the highest quality: Ginger 
Grass is a mix of three distinct kinds of gin-
ger. The Apples & Cinnamon Chips dried fruit 
chews use locally grown Granny Smith apples. 
All concentrates are vegan, using only cane 
sugar. She allows no additives, and everything 
is Kosher, both figuratively and literally.  

 

@csi_humboldt 
 

FEMINIZED SEEDS 

  As with any fledgling purveyor, maintain-
ing an even supply chain has been dicey at 
first. Ramping up to meet the demand has 
been hard. Her website (craftelixirs.com) just 
came on-line in August, and with the new fla-
vors she’s developed it’s already out of date.  
  She is navigating the whirlwind chaos of a 
startup with an infectious laugh and an almost 
puppy-like gentle, yet boundless energy. “We 
only have six employees,” Hoffman says, the 
smile and pride obvious in her voice. “We’re 
lean and mean. Right now it’s crazy. A month 
ago everyone was looking for something to 
do.” Now they’re scrambling to meet demand. 
“We’re constantly starting over,” Hoffman says.  
    But starting over is no stranger to Hoffman, 
and with an infectious laugh that’s almost a 
conspiratorial giggle, she gives the impression 
that’s the way she likes it.

 Food and wine pairings for December’s gatherings 
are as varied as there are, well, foods and wines.  I 
called around to a few local wine pros and asked them 
to share their favorite combos.  
     If domoic acid is still a Dungeness crab issue when 
this goes to print, Trinity River Vineyards winemaker 
Wil Franklin has this meaty mushroom take on the 
savory crab cake:  “I pick chanterelles and hedgehog 
mushrooms. Last year I altered my crab cake recipe 
and made mushroom cakes with a little sheep feta 
and diced red bell peppers.  It is awesome with Trinity 
River’s Willow Creek Rosé.”  
     Southern Humboldt’s son, Andrew Morris, wine-
maker and proprietor of 
Briceland Winery, her-
alds Pinot Noir as his 
go-to holiday wine.  He 
said a juicy, round, lay-
ered, lip-smacking Pinot 
will pair with just about 
anything.  It won’t over 
power and it won’t under 
perform.  Briceland’s 2013 
Alder Point Vineyard Pi-
not pairs perfectly with a 
traditional turkey feast or 
a less laborious que’d pork 
loin.
     I caught up with 
Don Bremm of Moonstone Crossing.  Don and his 
partner Sharon Hanks have some good deals this 
month.  Through Jan. 2 purchase 12 bottles or more 
and receive a 15 percent discount.  They love pair-
ing their 2012 John Chiarito Vineyard, Mendocino 
Nero D’Avola (medium-bodied red) with eggplant 
- - grilled, Parmigiana, marinated or stuffed.  This re-
lease is only available in the tasting room in Trinidad. 
Moonstone’s winter hours are Wednesday and Thurs-
day, 2 to 6 and Friday through Sunday, noon to 6.
     Lastly, consider a simple yet elegant sweet ending 
to a meal.  Bob Stockwell, wine buyer for the Arcata 
Coop, reports his affinity for the Mas Amiel from the 
Maury region of southern France.  This is a fortified 
Grenache in the Port style.  “My favorite wine to have 
with chocolate.  Dark chocolate works well but if you 
can find a rich well-made milk chocolate…even bet-
ter.” 

*Pam Long is a Master of Wine student and wine educator.  She presents 

seminars through HSU’s College of eLearning & Extended Education, 

and OLLI programs.  ipamlong@gmail.com.

VINUM, ET AL

(above) corks of Humboldt County

Pam Long, columnist
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KUSH Tourism
T A K E  A  C A N N A B I S  T O U R  T H I S  H O L I D A z E  S E A S O N

by Molly Cate

  Kush Tourism has partnered with local 
cannabusinesses to establish several innovative 
tours in the Seattle area. They also have oodles of 
connections for lodgings, retail stores and more in 
other Washington cities and in the other legal states. 
And they are eager to tell you all about it at their 
website, Kushtourism.com. A state-by-state tour 
at their well written website is an education in the 
volatile world of cannabusiness law across much of 
the West. Anyone involved in the legalization process 
here in California ought to read the commentary on 
Washington’s stranglehold tax laws to see what we 
don’t want to create here at home when it’s our turn. 
How very nice it is to have all this information so 
readily at hand. No more hoping you don’t set off the 
smoke detectors in your “smoke fee” motel room or 
enduring the stink of a “smoking permitted” room. 
The excitement of finding all this travel information 
takes me back to the 80s and my thrill at finding a 
booklet at an LGBT community center listing lesbian 
or queer-centric places to stay. First time my lover and 
I dared to relax while traveling.

  So, what is Kush Tourism all about? Let’s start with 
their Seattle tours, oh my! They offer several. Try the 
primo, a three to 
four hour Kush Tour 
of local cannabis 
culture and industry, 
including visits to a 
recreational shop, 
a glass blowing 
studio, a cannabis 
testing facility, and a 
producer/processor, 
either Dawg Star 
Cannabis, Seattle’s first legal grow facility, or 
Evergreen Herbal Chocolate Factory. 

Anticipating doing some traveling this holiday 
season and want to know where you can enjoy 

cannabis culture too? How about a special, 
cannabis-themed holiday weekend rendezvous? 
Maybe you’re itching to find out first hand how 
this legalization thing is going in Washington, 

Colorado, Alaska or Oregon. Ever wanted to take a 
cannabis-imbued painting class? 

Kush Tourism in Seattle has you covered.

• Anyone 21+ can purchase cannabis in WA

• Cannabis retailers can sell between  

8am and Midnight

• Users can purchase flowers and edibles  

but not concentrates (legally)

• Average retail price $10/gram

• Put your junk in the trunk while driving

  There is also a one-hour tour of 
Dawg Star Cannabis, to immerse you in 
the scents and sights of a cannabis garden. 
There’s even a two-hour cannabis-friendly 
painting class. Any of these sound like a fabulous 
way to spend quality time. You can custom-design a group tour 
with them too.

  Want a vacation package? Kush Tourism can book it for you 
in Seattle, Tacoma, Bellingham, Olympia, Yakima, Spokane, 
or Walla Walla. For a get-away, there’s River House B&B in 
Nine Mile Falls. And there is limousine service in and out of 
SeaTac Airport or the cruise ship port. My personal favorite 
of their offerings states, “Layover Specials. You will need 
a minimum of a 3.5-hour layover. Pair this with a vaporizer 
rental to ease your jet lag!” On a personal note, other 60s era 
folks like me may find the photo of the Kush Tour guides 
reassuring. Not all of the guides are 20-somethings, as 

everyone in the Colorado tours scene seems to be from their 
website photos. I adore people of all ages, but I may want a 
guide closer to my own age for reasons of culture as well as 
walking speed.

  Similarly thorough details are available for travel in 
Colorado, Alaska and Oregon, with all the information you 
need to have a safe and satisfying trip. There are different 
services available in each state. Colorado has speakeasies 
and lounges as well as an array of tours, lodgings and retail 
shops. The page on Alaska lodgings cautions the traveler 

that each facility handles cannabis in its own way and 
state law is unsettled, with more progressive 

legislation in the wings. Cannabusinesses 
in Oregon are just getting going. For 

now, Kush Tourism lists retail shops 
and lodgings in Portland and 

Eugene with more coming soon. 
Lodgings in all of these states 
have been verified as cannabis-
friendly or tolerant, depending 
on the current climate. 

  The Kush Tourism website 
also provides lots of thoughtful 

information for anyone wanting 
to find out about cannabis use while 

traveling in Nevada or California. And, 
true to form, their blog is well worth reading. 

You can also read or watch several media reports 
on the business.  Check out their Partners page under the 
Contacts tab to see a lovely list of Seattle cannabusinesses.

  The Kush Tourism mission is  “to be a guide for travelers 
interested in the recreational cannabis culture and 
industry.” Given how fast laws are changing around the 
country, it looks like they will have more and more happy 
tours to offer and vacations to book in more places. Their 
task, as they declare it, is promoting cannabis culture “as a 
progressive, and positive movement.” I couldn’t agree more 
and these folks are a beautiful part of all this unfolding 
history. 
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HUMBOLDT

Cannabis Cup

  Like most pot contest/trade shows, the 
Humboldt Cup was an excellent place to 
find bargains on exceptionally high-quality 
seeds, bud, concentrates and hemp clothes. 
For a reasonably priced $50 for 10 seeds, 
Sohum Seeds, short for Southern Humboldt, 
had a full line of strains high in CBD, the 
cannabinoid widely believed to have medi-
cal properties with minimal psychotropic 
effects, including Ringo’s Gift, ACDC and 
popular Tsu and Swiss crosses.
  Unfortunately, a local delivery service 
called Mamaflyz missed the entry deadline. 
Her outdoor Black Widow and Blue Dream 
were exceptional and could have easily 
placed among the top strains. Like many of 
the vendors and contestants, Mamaflyz is a 
member of True Humboldt, a grower advo-
cacy group developing innovative quality 
control methods and a statewide distribution 
system.
  The winner of the outdoor indica flower 
category, Emerald Family Farms’ Platinum 
Girl Scout Cookies, tested at 21.7% THC 
and had all the classic attributes of OG and 
Cookie strains; a skunky, sweet, slightly 
muddy, gassy odor and an eyeball leade-
ning head stone conducive to drooling and 
staring. Emerald Family Farms, a collec-
tive of local growers, dominated the Hum-
boldt Cup, placing among the top three in 
six of the ten categories. The complete lab 
and contest results can be found at hum-
boldtcountycup.com. Hopefully next year
will be sunny.

  The first ever Humboldt Cup was held in Eure-
ka, CA on a rainy Saturday before Thanksgi-
ving at the Redwood Acres fairgrounds, which 
usually hosts rodeos, farm animal competitions 
and a show dedicated to trucks covered in 
Christmas lights. Competing with the Hum-
boldt State Lumberjacks football team playing 
their first ever playoff game at the campus Red-
wood Bowl in nearby Arcata, the Humboldt 
Cup didn’t attract a giant crowd. The rain and 
the fact that many were still trimming their har-
vests and shutting down their farms kept atten-
dance down, but the vibe was pleasant as reggae 
bands and hip hop dudes serenaded the scene.
  Near a couple food trucks, a large tent housed 
a dozen booths hawking cannabis related pro-
ducts devoid of THC, considered by many to 
be the cannabinoid most responsible for getting
people high. Sales reps from cannabis maga-
zines (including this one), testing labs and
extractor machines manned booths while local 
microbrew flowed for $5. Wristbands for gene-
ral entry, booze and access to the cannabis area 

quickly became a fire hazard in a sea of lighters, 
spliffs, joints and butane torches.
  Inside the “215” area, named for California’s 
Proposition 215 allowing medical cannabis here 
in 1996, those with a California ID and doctor’s 
recommendation perused a couple dozen boo-
ths, some of which offered free tokes of mostly 
butane-based cannabis concentrates. The Heart 
of Humboldt’s booth offered free Sour Diesel 
rosin hits and grams for $25. Rosin is definitely 
the purest, cleanest and most pleasant of the 
waxes, oils, goos and concentrates on the mar-
ket today. Free of water, solvents, plant matter 
and chlorophyll, rosin is amazingly clear, tas-
ting exactly like the strain smells. Whole buds 
are pressed between two hot metal plates cove-
red in wax paper for less than a minute, produ-
cing a healthy splash of oil. Some people use a 
hair straightener to get the job done. Unfortuna-
tely, pressing rosin, or rosintech, does not yield 
as much useable hash oil as butane, hexane, 
CO2 or water extraction methods.

Humboldt County Cup Debuts in Eureka

By J. Veit | Photos by T. Aaron Carter and J. Veit
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Top Shelf Extracts
By Chelsi M.

Shatter  
Popular form of concentrated cannabis extract

Sugar Town Express Sap

Extracts Inc.
Super Lemon Haze

Extracts Inc. is an up-and-coming extraction company from 
Denver that has burst onto the scene! They are providing clean 
concentrates for a growing number of dispensaries across the 
state. I have been a huge fan of their work and have yet to come 
across product from them that I didn’t enjoy. Extracts Inc. also 
provides custom labels for every dispensary they work with for 
a streamlined and professional look. The pictured concentrate 
I reviewed is their Super Lemon Haze from Alternative Med-
icine on Capitol Hill in Denver. I can confidently say that this 
is some of the best tasting concentrates I’ve had in a while! 
Unbelievably smooth with a bright lemon taste. Everything 
from the color to the consistency was above and beyond what 
many other companies deem “top shelf”. A true home run for 
Extracts Incorporated!

Cannabis extracts - also known as concentrates - 

can be found in many forms across both legal and 

medical states. They are much more potent than  

cannabis in its flower form, and have many other 

desirable effects like and deep pain relief. Here are 

reviews on two forms of cannabis concentrates from 

two premier Colorado extraction companies producing 

clean and potent medicine. 

Colorado
Green Dot Labs

personal grow, smaller amounts are 
sent out and are sought out by many. 
The pictured concentrate I reviewed 
was the Sugar Town Express Sap 
from their Black Label line. It had 
an extremely tasty terpene profile 
with a great consistency; not overly 
stable, but not too sappy. Very en-
joyable, potent, and looking forward 
to getting it again!

Concentrated 
cannabis in 
extract form

Green Dot Labs is a well-known ex-
traction company based out of Boul-
der. GDL offers two levels of con-
centrates: their White Label, when 
the extracts are derived from the 
flowers of each different dispensary 
they make product for, so flavors will 
vary from vary from place to place. 
Their Black Label is made from 
flower grown in Green Dot’s Labs 

Extracts Incorporated

778A Redwood Dr. • Garberville • 707-223-2249

Humboldt County’s 
Smoking Caterpillar 

H.C.S.C. 
Seven Days a Week

9am to 10pm

LARGE SELECTION OF:
• Local Handblown Glass • Grinders & Flasks
• Used CDs, DVDs & Blu-Ray • Zippo, Torches & More
• Blankets & Tapestries • Body Jewelry
• Cilla Willa Candles • Patches & Stickers
• Vaporizers & MODs *Must be 18 ys or older. Bring your ID!

Come in 

Xmas Week for 

30% OFF 
All Glass & Clothing

Uptil then take 10% Off

TheCannaFairy
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Holiday Celebrations as Big as Texas
By James Priest

  Austin Texas can enjoy a high for the holidays. A high feeling helping 
the community in its efforts toward the legalization of cannabis in 
the great state of Texas. A great way to get this happy feeling is 
by attending the Texas NORML meeting that takes place the first 
Wednesday of each month. These meetings are held at 8 p.m. at the 
Flamingo Cantina located in Austin Texas. In the spirit of giving, 
give your time and possibly a donation or even become a member 
of Texas NORML. They’re helping to support cannabis legalization 
throughout Texas. Together we can all make a substantial difference 
and impact on the quality of life for millions. Texas NORML Waco 
will be holding their business meeting on Thursday, December 3rd.  
It’ll be at West Waco Library Genealogy Center between 6:30 and 

8:30 p.m. This is a family friendly event but to vote you must be 
a member. Women Grow Austin is an amazing group of business 
women in the cannabis industry, helping support and guide others 
who look to break into this wonderful line of work. The Marijuana 
Policy Project Austin is set up and has a 5- year plan to legalize 
medical and recreational cannabis in Texas. Keep your eyes open for 
their Christmas parties and events. Make sure that you sign up for the 
newsletters and become members of these groups as they’ll keep you 
informed on all of the changing laws and great events as they develop. 
Feel high for the holidays knowing that you’re contributing to helping 
legalize cannabis throughout Texas.

AUSTIN, TEXAS>
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   The guys at Got Respect 
in downtown Garberville are 
working to bring health and 
vitality to the community 
through a trifecta of alterna-
tive remedies that they call 
the Three Kings: Shilajit, 
CBD Max and Moringa Tea.
   “For me, it’s a way to help 
the community I live in and 
have a good lifestyle for 
myself,” said Vincent Pol-
lock, the 27-year-old who has 
owned Got Respect, a mar-
tial arts and healthy living 
business in Garberville since 
January this year.
   “I was taking classes here 
and wanted to teach and 
participate in martial arts,” 
said Pollock. “I really like 
the idea of voting with your 
dollars and spending money 
on things that you believe in 
and what I saw here was ev-
erything I believe in—health 
and vitality.”
   Shilajit is a tar-like, black 
coal shaped supplement. It’s 
known in the Himalayan 
Mountains, where it comes 
from, as the “destroyer of 
weakness.” CBD Max is a 
Cannabidiol (CBD) supple-
ment that does not contain 
THC, the psychoactive in-
gredient in cannabis. Dr. 
John Hayden discussed it 
on the radio program Can-
nabis Consciousness News 
on KMUD-FM and KYBU 
in Covelo, California. Mor-
inga Tea, also from the Hi-
malayan Mountains, is rich 

in calcium, potassium, be-
ta-carotene, Vitamin C and 
iron. Moringa is commonly 
prepared as a vegetable or 
included in soups.  But now 
many prefer to drink it as a 
non-caffeinated—yet ener-
gizing—tea.

   The medical community 
lacks extensive studies on 
the effects of CBD due to 
the criminalization of canna-
bis. One study, conducted at 
Stanford University, did con-

clude that CBD treatment 
decreased the number of ep-
ileptic episodes in children 
in 80 percent of participants. 
The study was overseen by 
Catherine Jacobson, Ph.D. & 
Brenda E. Porter, M.D., Ph.D. 
working in the Department 
of Neurology at Stanford 
University.

   “When traditional medica-
tions fail to control a child’s 
seizures, families look to 
alternative treatments to 
help their children. One of 
these alternative treatments 

that has become more wide-
spread over the past year in-
volves the use of a compound 
from the Cannabis plant, 
Cannabidiol (CBD),” wrote 
Jacobson and Porter. “CBD 
is a non-psychoactive com-
pound that has been shown 
to have anticonvulsive prop-
erties in a number of ani-
mal models of epilepsy. In 
limited human adult trials, 
CBD has shown promise as 
an anticonvulsant with very 
few negative side effects. The 
purpose of this survey was to 
understand current use of 
CBD in children with treat-
ment-resistant epilepsy.”
   The Stanford CBD study 
consisted of a survey of 24 
questions that measured the 
effect of CBD treatment on 
the children’s seizure fre-
quency and its side effects. 

Got Respect
Jacque Torres | Vincent Pollock 

 Got Respect’s Three Kings Brings Health 
and Vitality to Community

When someone buy’s one of our product’s we 
donate the money needed to provide one person 
clean drinking water for a year.  When someone 
buys three products, we provide one person clean 
drinking water for a lifetime. Water.org is who we 
donate to, Matt Damon company. - Daniel Stark

The CBD survey was initially 
presented to a Facebook group 
of parents who were coping 
with trying to treat the sei-
zures of their children with 
treatment- resistant epilepsy.

   Treatment-resistant epilepsy 
is a nice way of saying that the 
parents had tried an average 
of 12 anti-epileptic drugs that 
didn’t work for their children 
before beginning CBD treat-
ment.
   The survey link was posted 
for two weeks on the Pediatric 
Cannabis Therapy Facebook 
Group page. Twenty parents 
responded and nineteen re-
sponses met the inclusion cri-
teria, which were a diagnosis 
of epilepsy and CBD use. Study 
responses were descriptively 
analyzed through a survey.
 
Results
· Sixteen of 19 parents reported 
a reduced seizure frequency 
during CBD treatment
 
· Three of these parents report-
ed complete seizure freedom 
during CBD treatment
 
· Children had tried an aver-
age of 12 anti-epileptic drugs 
before the parent began CBD 
treatment
 
· The most often reported side 
effects were better mood, in-
creased alertness, better sleep 
and drowsiness
 
· Common negative side ef-
fects often associated with 
other anti-epileptic drugs were 
notably absent from parent re-
ports about CBD
   The second key component 
to Got Respect’s Three Kings 

program is a little-known 
substance called shilajit, pro-
nounced “shil-a-jeet.”
   Shilajit is obtained from 
rocks in primarily the Hima-
layan region, although it can 
be found in many places. In 
its raw form it is a bituminous 
substance, which is the scien-
tific way of describing a com-
pact mass of vegetable organic 
matter composed mainly of 
humus. That’s humus- like 
the forest floor--not to be con-
fused with humus, the healthy 
spread made from garbanzo 
beans. 
   Humus contains two com-
ponents of interest, which are 
fulvic acid and humic acid.
   Fulvic acid derived from hu-
mate usually contains 60 or 
more minerals and trace ele-
ments that are nutritionally 
essential for cell health and 
balance. In addition to helping 
transport minerals to living 
cells, catalyzing vitamins with-
in cells and metabolizing pro-
teins, RNA and DNA, fulvic 
acid also acts as:
   A Powerful Organic Electro-
lyte: Electrolytes are used by 

the body’s cells to maintain 
voltages across cellular mem-
branes and to convey electri-
cal impulses to other cells. Ful-
vic acid helps cells achieve a 
vital electrochemical balance 
among the body’s cells.
   A Free-radical Scavenger 
and Antioxidant: Fulvic acid 
can react with both negatively 
and positively unpaired free 
electrons to render free radi-
cals harmless, changing them 
into new useable compounds 
or eliminating them as waste. 
Fulvic acid also promotes ox-
idation-reduction reactions 
of transition metals that can 
damage the body’s cells and 
tissues.
   A Natural Chelator and Pol-
lutant Detoxifier: Fulvic acid is 
effective in transforming met-
als and minerals into readily 
absorbable forms. It can also 
bind with organic pollutants 
(pesticides, herbicides) to form 
new types of metal ions, cat-
alyze the breakdown of toxic 
pollutants and weather and 
decompose silica to release es-
sential mineral nutrients.

Made EasyCBD
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   An Aid in Increasing Nutrient 
Bioavailability: Fulvic acid’s 
low molecular weight helps 
render cellular walls more 
penetrable by reducing their 
surface tension, thus allowing 
cells to more easily and effi-
ciently respirate, hydrate, ab-
sorb minerals, amino acids and 
other nutrients and eliminate 
waste.
   “My wife was exposed to car-
bon-monoxide and had a sei-
zure. She was having a hard 
time recovering from it. She 
started drinking shilajit and it 
helped,” said Chris Felt, a 28 
year-old Garberville resident 
who owns an independent tree 
service company. “The shilajit 
helped bring her memory back 
and ease her mind.”
   Felt had never heard of shila-

jit before. He trains a few times 
a week at Got Respect and dis-
covered it there.
   “We both drink it with green 
tea,” he said. “It’s not a bad 
taste, but it might take a bit to 
acquire the taste, which is not 
nasty, just a bit on the bitter 
side. I noticed a good energy 
gain plus more mental clari-
ty—it’s a lot better than a cup 
of coffee.”
   The final component to Got 
Respect’s Three Kings is Mor-
inga Tea. Moringa is an import-
ant food source in some parts 
of the world because it can be 
grown cheaply and easily and 
the leaves retain lots of vita-

mins and minerals when dried. 
Moringa is used in India and 
Africa in feeding programs to 
fight malnutrition. The imma-
ture green pods are prepared 
similarly to green beans, while 
the seeds are removed from 
more mature pods and cooked 
like peas or roasted like nuts. 
The leaves are cooked and used 
like spinach, and they are also 
dried and powdered for use as 
a condiment.
   But the guys at Got Respect 
don’t want you to eat moringa 
seeds, but drink the tea, which 
is made from the leaves. The 
tea is loaded with antioxidants 
and vitamins that help clear 
the mind and boost energy lev-
els. It’s said that Moringa Tea 
will increase energy, help man-
age weigh, detox the body and 

nourish the immune system.
   Purchases of shilajit, CBD 
Max and Moringa Tea at Got 
Respect supports the Living 
Water Project, the South Fork 
Booster Club and the Wailaki 
Tribe. If you buy one box of shi-
lajit or one bottle of CBD Max, 
one person gets clean drinking 
water for one year in a country 
supported by the Living Water 
Project. And, for each purchase, 
$3.33 goes to the South Fork 
Booster Club and the Wailaki 
Tribe. If you buy both plus a su-
per cool Got Respect water bot-
tle, one person will get clean 
drinking water for a lifetime.
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Calming the 
Crazy

Cannabis and Cancer Series

Sharon Letts

  Menopause snuck up on me. I was still re-
veling in the fact my periods were a thing of 
the past, dreaming of wanton sex on the kitchen 
counter with no thought of pausing for birth 
control, when the crying jags began. We never 
made it to the kitchen counter. My partner was 
at a complete loss and then the mood swings 
came. 
 My partner (now my ex) was no angel, but 
honestly, there is nary a literate male compara-
tive for the beast I became.
As if the emotional roller coaster wasn’t 
enough, the physiological aspects of the up to 
85 possible symptoms (some lasting up to 15 
years) were enough to ensure the many endless 
crying jags continued.

Raging Hormones: The Ride of Your Life
Hormones are fragile things and women are 
ruled by them. At sixteen smoking pot put an 
end to the pain of menstrual cramps and gave 
me clarity, but I never gave the plant kudos 
deserved for keeping young, hormonal depres-
sion at bay until I needed it for Hypothyroid 
Disease combined with Menopause.
  When emotion rises up in a man’s throat a 

tantrum can ensue; when a woman feels that 
painful lump, she breaks down and cries. It has 
nothing to do with strength, it’s purely phy-
siological. Women release toxins with tears, a 
much needed process preceded by generations 
of misunderstanding, shame, and, subsequent-
ly, a fear of tears for many men.
  Yes, a raging hormonal woman can be just 
as abusive and unreasonable as a testosterone 
driven man, but our letting go in hormonal rage 
often comes from a place shushed for decades, 
after suffering in silence for physiological and 
emotional issues we barely understand oursel-
ves.

Burned for Less
Hallucinations caused by food poisoning via 
moldy loaves of rye led to the infamous Salem 
Witch Hunts and subsequent trials lasting more 
than a year, from the top of 1692 to mid-1693 
in the Massachusetts colony. Literal gossip 
spread the infectious bullying to Europe, where 
women were accused and abused regularly for 
the slightest variation from the norms of so-
ciety.

ABOVE
Leaves of a cannabis plant

photo by Sharon Letts
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  One favored theory of those hunted is the wo-
men targeted for heathens were, for the most 
part, hormonal. Adolescent girls, young women 
in their 20s, and menopausal Crones were all 
said to exhibit signs of Satan’s influence (ask 
my ex).
  As a once strong and independent woman I 
found myself sobbing at the side of the road, 
overcome with empathy for strangers in need; 
my once confident demeanor slipping into wor-
thlessness at the slightest critique; and my tem-
per flared hotly in defense of the smallest cause 
– right or wrong. It’s as if everything I learned 
in Kindergarten to get along in this world was 
thrown out the emotional window, with no net, 
and my playmates were left standing there, stun-
ned.
  Without proper discussion and education the 
average woman in her late 40s to early 50s of-
ten slides into the event in ignorance, shrugging 
symptoms off with relationships lost, partners 
frustrated and distant; and once again, a once 
seemingly normal woman is burned at the stake 
for naught.

Environmental Epidemic
  Menopause nearing 50 only irritated a 1999 
diagnosis of Hypothyroid Disease at 40, but I 
had no idea what I was facing until it was upon 
me.
A bow-tie-shaped gland located at the base of 
the neck, the thyroid influences every cell and 
organ in the body, while controlling metabo-
lism, growth and maturation. It’s an on-de-
mand gland, releasing hormones into the blood 
stream, as needed.
  At the time I was diagnosed just eight percent 
of all women in the U.S. were diagnosed with 
the disease. Today the stats reflect upwards 
of fifty percent of American women suffering 
from a list of up to 35 symptoms. With nearly 60 
percent of all suffers not realizing they are sick, 
with the end result an inundation of prescription 
meds given for myriad, random symptoms that 
seem to come and go as they please.
Hypothyroidism slows metabolism causing fa-
tigue, a slowed metabolism leading to weight 
gain, a black cloud of depression, and multiple 
symptoms similar to Menopause. Combined 
with Menopause, it creates a double threat that 
increases the severity of the combined symp-
toms.
  The cause of Thyroid Disease is sketchy but 
theories lead to environmental issues, such as 
Fluoride in water depleting natural iodine nee-

ded to function; and heavy metals and toxins 
released to our air and added to our food sup-
ply since the 1940s, via “good living through 
science.”
  Prior to diagnosis I had gained upwards of 50 
pounds and began suffering from lower back 
pain brought on by an auto accident, irritated 
by the extra pounds. Pain killers were added 
to a cocktail of prescription meds treating each 
symptom until nothing worked. My life became 
my illness and at the age of 40 I became another 
middle-aged, overweight, unwell client of big 
pharma.

Double Duty Disorders
  The dual diagnosis has been called an epidemic 
in the Boomer Generation (those born between 
1946 and 1964), with emotional issues often 
misdiagnosed as bi-polar, clinical depression, 
mania, and worse.
  Knee deep in Menopause, my prescribed Thy-
roid medication, Synthroid, had become ineffec-
tive and yet another pill, Cytomel, was added. I 
had taken it before but it wasn’t always covered 
by insurance and was a bank breaker at $150 for 
a 30-day supply.
  Then mania set in, complete with panic attacks 
never experienced prior, and I re-read the war-
ning label... “Not to be used as a weight loss 
aid.” This told me big pharma was reducing me 
to a speed junkie, accelerating the rate of hor-
mones sent into my body synthetically in an ef-
fort to increase my metabolism, wreaking havoc 
with my body in the process. And I was not get-
ting better, I was getting worse.

Mother’s Little Helper
  Personal problems escalated, blatant infidelity 
was thrown in my face and my bullshit meter 
hit the roof. Things were thrown, doors were 
slammed and I crashed into a sea of prescription 
pills, despair, and suicide – or at least an attempt 
with my little bottle of Valium - ironically added 
to my pharmacopeia in an effort to help me re-
duce anxiety.
  Otherwise known as the “chill pill,” Valium 
was developed in 1963 and was an instant hit 
with women, treating anxiety and the many 
un-pleasantries of life, inspiring Mick Jaeger of 
the Rolling Stones to pen “Mothers Little Hel-
per” with Keith Richards in 1965. 

Kids are different today, I hear every mother say

Mother needs something today to calm her down

And though she’s not really ill, there’s a little yellow pill

 «I cr
ashed into a sea

  

of pres
cri

ption pills
»

She goes running for the shelter of a mother’s little helper

And it helps her on her way, gets her through her busy day

And if you take more of those

you will get an overdose

No more running for the shelter of a mother’s little helper

They just helped you on your way

through your busy dying day

  Used in rehab centers around the world, Va-
lium mimics alcohol. What this means is, if you 
have a prescription it’s perfectly acceptable to 
take your chill pill any time of day - no need to 
hide Kaluha in the morning coffee.
By 1982 the world was hip to the hype, with 
actress Jill Clayburgh popping up to nine a day 
as documentary filmmaker Barbara Gordon in 
docudrama, “I’m Dancing as Fast as I can,” the 
Valium version of Hubert Selby’s “Requiem for 
a Dream.”

I ended up in a lock-down facility in the middle 
of the night, sobbing, wishing I were dead; a 
shoe box full of prescription meds I dutifully 
took daily at my proverbial side, with an inac-
curate diagnosis of “Bi-Polar” on my psycholo-
gical record. 
  There was no mention of the many meno-
pause symptoms I was suffering through, no 
mention of the condition of my thyroid or the 
combination thereof; and no discussion of the 
subsequent laundry list of medications taken, let 
alone the possible emotional melt-down ramifi-
cations thereof. I was nothing more than another 
crazy bitch who wanted to kill herself in a sea of 
highs and lows.

Next installment: Cannabis: Calming the Crazy 
(part two)

Thyroid Symptoms
of 83 possible:

Fatigue
Depression

Suicidal Thoughts
Anxiety, Panic Attacks

Foggy Thinking
Heart Palpitations

Sensitivity to Hot & Cold
Constipation, Bloating, Nausea

Weight Gain
Hair Loss

Lack of Appetite
Late Night Snacking

Menopause Symptoms
of 35 possible:

Fatigue
Depression

Feelings of Dread
Anxiety

Foggy Thinking
Agoraphobia
Mood Swings
Hot Flashes
Weight Gain

Hair Loss
Body Odor

Acne / Skin Issues
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17 Ski Resorts and Counting...

  Cannabis and skiing go hand in hand. Two years ago this writer 
experienced this hills of Tahoe, California after seventeen years 
of avoiding the sport. After sparking up on the ski lift there was 
nothing left standing in the way of me hitting the slopes. 
  Vermont is well known to ski lovers across the nation as a state 
with epic hills and fresh powder. The winter snowfall would be 
as one might assume in December, with the majority of resorts 
producing their own powder on top of mother nature’s. With 17 
resorts in the state, here are some that many travel far and wide 
to experience:

• Stowe Mountain Resort offers gorgeous scenery and breath-
taking views from the highest point in Vermont. Enjoy being 
high on top of the world, well actually Vermont! Enjoy the easy 
way up by taking the Gondola Sky Ride. You’ll be floating on 
cloud nine as you hover above the breathtaking Vermont scen-
ery. The snow-capped forests are beautiful around the holiday 
season; once you reach the top there is much to enjoy while on 
the state’s tallest mountain. Visitors can continue the high as they 
visit Stowe’s gift shop. Walking some of the hiking trails is also 
an enjoyable pastime while at Stowe Mountain Resort. If hungry, 
visit the Cliff House Restaurant for lunch. (Reviewed by James Priest)

Full Winter Season’s Ski Pass: $2,200 / Students $499

• Killington Resort in Southern Vermont lives up to its name 
as skiers shred the hell out of its hills every season. Voted one 
of the best resorts on the East Coast, Killington has exceptional 
trails that lead to six mountains. For those that like the snow but 
aren’t skiers, Killington offers a variety of winter wonderland ac-
tivities including snowmobile tours, dog sledding and snowman 
building.
Full Winter Season’s Ski Pass: $1,369 / Students $379

• Jay Peak Resort, located on Jay Peak in Vermont, is home to 
some of the better terrains on the East Coast. Skiers ride along 
epic tree glades and trails while experiencing an abundance of 
snowfall.  What sweetens Jay’s Peak all the more is that the resort 
is located near the Canadian border, where you are just a hop, 
skip and ski dash away from experiencing another country. 
Full Winter Season’s Ski Pass: $919 / Students $499

• Smugglers’ Notch is a year-round resort in Jeffersonville, Ver-
mont which is only 30 miles from Burlington. The resort spans 
more than 1,000 acres with over 300 acres designated for skiing. 
Smuggler’s Notch is rated as one of the best places in Vermont 
for a family vacation.
Full Winter Season’s Ski Pass: $669 / Students $299

VERMONT’S

WINTER
by  V. Voss

HIT THE HILLS THIS

SEASON
Get High in the Sky This Holiday Season 
on some of Tallest Mountains in the 
Green Mountain State of Vermont.

WONDERLAND

THE SKI LIFT ...
AFTER SPARKING UP ON
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The ABCs of 
Cannabis

Alcohol prohibition in the United States was sup-
posed to improve health, reduce crime and solve many 
social problems. Instead, it was an abject failure. See any 
similarities to the war on cannabis? When the 18th Amend-
ment was repealed in 1933, the United States alcohol indus-
try (beer, wine and spirits) was in shambles. Thousands of 
moonshiners and bootleggers produced a product that was 
either high quality or could poison you. Most of the liquor 
was manufactured in Canada and Cuba. Post-prohibition, 
the federal government allowed each individual state to 
make their own rules in regards to ABC (Alcohol Beverage 
Control), in other words the production, distribution and 
sale of alcohol.

I believe we’re heading that direction now with 
cannabis. I’ve recently met with people who are lobbying 
various state capitals for an ABC-type of state-by-state con-
trol of the production, distribution and sale of cannabis. The 
states embrace this model as it has an 82-year history of 
licensing, quality control and most importantly – taxes be-
ing collected. The proposed model would only allow state 
licensed cannabis farms to sell to a state licensed distribu-
tor (middleman). Each batch of cannabis would be quality 
controlled tested (paid for by the farm) and the trimming 
of the agricultural product could be contracted at a central 
location for greater efficiency. The distributor could then 
only sell to state licensed dispensaries. The taxes paid to the 
state would occur wholesale level (farm to distributor) and 
again at the retail level with sales taxes.

You can see how the government would embrace 
this model as each state retains control over the current 
black market and brings cannabis into the light. As each 
of the 50 states adopts this model, the black market for cannabis goes away. How many of you buy black market liquor when you can purchase 
it legally at Costco, Safeway, CVS and your neighborhood convenience store? My neighbor makes really good beer in his garage. However, he 
can’t sell it anywhere because he doesn’t have a license to manufacture and sell alcohol. The same would be true with cannabis in the near future. 
Unless you had a license to grow cannabis, no one could legally purchase your product. Sure, you can grow it for personally consumption and 
give it to friends, but no cash would go in your pocket.

This ABC model would transform the cannabis industry as we know it today. Every farmer would have to submit a water plan to the state 
to obtain a license and environmental enforcement would become a hammer. Trespass grows would become obsolete. The pricing of cannabis 
would probably evolve along the lines of the Chicago Board of Trade where a farmer could purchase a forward contract to sell at a specific price 
six months to two years out. More importantly, taxes would be paid to the state per pound purchased and a 1099 would be issued to every farmer 
at the end of the year.

Matthew Owen
30 wines by the glass

Live Music
Fun Menu

Join us 4-6pm for
Happy Hour

11th & H
Downtown Arcata

707.825.0390

Menu & more info at
CrushArcata.com

Upscale & local
farm-to-fork dining

835 J Street
Downtown Arcata

707.822.9474
Menu & more at

HarvestArcata.com

t a l k  w i t h  

o u r  o n  s t a f f  

d r i p  e x p e r t 

conserve water & 
NUTRIENTS WITH a  

drip system

822-9888
76 South G. St. 
Arcata
(Across from the Marsh)

Open 9am - 6pm,

Seven Days a Week

HUMBOLDT GROWN  

SINCE 1987
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Mon-Sat: 8am-6pm 

Sun: 9am-5pm

(707) 826-7435

Hwy. 101, between Eureka 
& Arcata in the Bracut 
Industrial Park

we can’t wait 
to show you our goods

Distribution, Transporting 
or just plain Trafficking?

BY KATHLEEN BRYSON

ASK AN
ATTORNEY
  This is the cozy holiday time of year where farmers everywhere put 
the same thing on their holiday list: to move their product. Sounds 
simple enough, but the problem lies in the risk.  What can a member 
of the cannabis industry do to lessen their risk?  Well, until we have 
not only clear guidelines from the State of California, but also permits 
and licenses to back them up, anyone who distributes, transports, or 
“traffics” cannabis (all names for essentially the same thing) puts 
themselves directly in the line of fire.

  Having said that, we will, hopefully someday soon have actual 
“Distribution” and “Transporter” licenses as envisioned in the 
“Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act (MMRSA).” As you 
may have heard, California’s Governor, Edmund G. Brown Jr. (aka 
“Governor Moonbeam”) signed this Act on October 9, 2015.  
Until then, there are a few things you can do to lessen your risk.

  First, make sure that the vehicle that is being used to transport has all 
its lights and functions working properly.  The person who is driving 
should be properly licensed and insured.  It helps enormously if  
s/he does not drive like a maniac.  Obeying the traffic laws is a must.  These 
points seem fairly obvious but you would be amazed at how many of my 
clients fail to follow these essential guidelines and end up regretting it. 

  More importantly, having corporate compliance documentation 
which shows that you are a California Non-Profit Mutual Benefit 
Corporation, with tax ID and seller’s permit in tow, can really help.  
Your documentation should also show that your pounds are actually 
going to a legitimate dispensary with real patients.  This won’t 
necessarily stop officers from taking your cargo, but it can perhaps 
stop them from arresting you.  At the very least, it will provide your 
defence attorney with an affirmative defence to argue on your behalf 
should the matter land in criminal court.

  Lastly, it is best not to wait to get this paperwork done.  
The MMRSA states that when the government starts 
issuing licenses, those who can demonstrate that they 
were already in compliance will have priority over those 
that cannot.  The MMRSA states this deadline is January 
1, 2016.  Further, there is no guarantee that the deadline 
will be amended retroactively.  Please let me know if I 
can assist your business as my law office helps farmers 
file the requisite corporate compliance documentation.   

Have a Happy Holiday and a Safe Prosperous New Year!
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TO LEARN MORE OR START AN ACCOUNT, DROP US A LINE AT WEFARM@HUMBOLDTAGSUPPLY.COM

For your farm.

Custom Blending
• Top dressings that target 

your unique nutrient needs.

FarmDirect Pricing
• Wholesale pricing available 

for bulk clients. 

Know your dirt.

Soil Testing
• Science and analysis for the 

best plan forward.

Sustainable
• Clean materials from 

reputable producers.

GROW BETTER
From exclusive materials like Black Owl Biochar to the 
effective, economical nutrient delivery of liquid fish 
hydrolysate, Humboldt Ag Supply sources the best 
fertilizers for your garden or farm.

Cannabis Now A Court Summons For Some In Houston Area

Texas Cannabis Report

Changes are coming in the Houston area 
where some people who are caught with cannabis 
will not be put in jail.
  Outlining changes to a plan previously put in 
place late last year that would allow first time 
offenders to be given a court summons rather 
than be taken to jail, Harris County District 
Attorney Devon Anderson has stated that it will 
be mandatory for all agencies within the county 
to participate in the program. It had previously 
been voluntary.
  The plan calls for people who have never been 
arrested for cannabis before that are caught with 
less than two ounces to not be arrested, and they 
will instead take part in a pre-trial diversion 
program which includes fines, community 
service, and drug education classes. Upon 
completion, there will be no charges filed, and 
there will not be an arrest recorded on their 

record. In some instances however if the officer 
does not have the proper equipment in their 
vehicle, a person may be taken to a processing 
center where they will then receive a summons.
  Anderson has previously come under fire as 
many agencies ignored the plan and arrested 
people anyways, causing an arrest to show up 
on their record. In the past year, 2,270 people 
have been enrolled in the program. Of those, 78 
percent were arrested, transported to a police 
station and saw a judge before being offered the 
program.
  She won a tough battle for her seat last year 
after her Democratic Kim Ogg opponent Kim 
Ogg unveiled a similar plan. Anderson followed 
suit soon after and announced her own plan.
The new requirements go into effect January 1 
of 2016.

Texas  Report
A Teacher’s View On Teen Cannabis Consumption

Data has shown however 
that teen consumption has not 
increased in states where medi-
cal cannabis has been legalized. 
The total number of states with 
a medical program currently 
stands at 21, while four states, as 
well as Washington, D.C. have 
legalized the non-toxic plant.

Either medical cannabis or 
full legalization will be on the 
ballot in nine states in 2016.

We spoke with a Texas high 
school teacher who shared their 
experience with teen cannabis 
consumption to get a clearer 
idea of how this matter has im-
pacted the classroom and stu-
dents’ lives.

With over a decade of expe-
rience, this teacher says that 
during their first year on the job 
a student was arrested for sell-
ing cannabis to other students.

“I became curious how can-
nabis was sold and used by stu-
dents in my school. I wondered 
if anything was different from 
when I attended high school 
in the 70s. It turns out that the 
sale and use of cannabis at my 
high school is exactly as it was 

COLUMNIST
Stephen Carter

LOCATION
Waco, Texas

FOUNded
Texas Cannabis Report

FACebOOk, TWITTeR
TxCANN

TUMbLR, INSTAgRAM
TxCANN

WebSITe
TxCANN.COM

CONTACT
CONTACT@TxCANN.COM

Stephen Carter is a 28 year old 

journalist and information technology 

specialist living in Waco, Texas. He 

serves as Deputy Director for NORML 

of Waco and has been working with 

the cannabis movement since 2009. 

He founded Texas Cannabis Report in 

2013 to bring Texans accurate cannabis 

related news.

in high schools in the 70s. Or-
ganized criminal enterprises 
recruit high school students to 
sell cannabis to their fellow stu-
dents. The students selling can 
make up to several hundred 
dollars each month. They sell 
very small quantities, selling 
cannabis in pre-rolled joints or 
maybe sixteenths or eighths of 
an ounce.”

As it turns out, many students 
attend class while under the in-
fluence of cannabis.

“The cannabis is sold and 
used just off the school grounds 
before and after school and 
during lunch and at parties. I 
can see small groups of students 
leaving the school grounds each 
morning before school and go-
ing to hide behind buildings, in 
groves of trees or in their cars 
to get high. Obviously, I have 
never seen the actual sale or use 
of cannabis by students but the 
pattern is the same as the 70s 
and these groups of students 
are the same types of kids who 
have always smoked cannabis 
in high school–the rebels and 
the outsiders.”

“Students who get high be-
fore school or at lunch get 
sleepy in class and they get 
thirsty and they don’t do any 
work. They might act silly and 
laugh and giggle. Sometimes 
their eyes are bloodshot.”

Most teens who consume can-
nabis are typically said to do so 
because of emotional and fami-
ly issues.

“Many of them have been 
neglected or abused. They tend 
to be very unhappy and some-
times angry kids who are us-
ing cannabis as an escape from 
their very serious emotional 
and family problems they are 
dealing with. The cannabis is 
not causing the problems; the 
cannabis is the escape from the 
core issues affecting their lives 
negatively.”

The current laws are not 
helping make things any better 
for them either.

“These kids need intense 
counseling. Instead, if they get 
caught, they get arrested, they 
go to jail, they go through the 
juvenile justice system, unless 
they are 17, which many of them 
are, and then they are treated as 
an adult in the state criminal 
justice system. The 17 year old 
students end up with a criminal 
record that may prevent them 
from joining the military, get-
ting student loans, attending 
college or getting hired for jobs. 
So they start their adult lives at 
an extreme disadvantage.”

Teaching students about how 
getting arrested for cannabis 
impacts their lives is important.

“I teach my students the re-
percussions of being arrested 
for cannabis in Texas. Many 
of them have no clue about 
the law or the criminal justice 
system and how a conviction 
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for possession will affect their 
future lives. Teenagers don’t 
think about the future or sec-
ondary effects of their choices; 
they only live in the moment. 
I teach them about the conse-
quences and hope that they will 
listen and think about what I 
said when (not if, when) they 
are offered a joint.”

“Arresting these teens, lock-
ing them in jail and giving 
them a criminal record is not 
the answer to this problem. We 
are handicapping their future 
by arresting them. And we are 
not dealing with the core rea-
sons they decided to start using 
cannabis in the first place. Pos-
session of cannabis needs to be 
a civil penalty for teenagers; not 
a Class B misdemeanor. And if 
they are caught using cannabis, 
they need long-term profession-
al counseling and support to 
deal with their emotional and 
family problems that led to 
most of them choosing to get 
high.”

Opinions vary among teach-
ers on the matter.

“Teacher opinions on this 
issue cover the same range as 
Texas citizens’ opinions; some 
teachers believe harsh pun-
ishment is a deterrent, some 
believe, like me, that harsh 
punishment only exacerbates 
the problems for these teen-
agers. The fact is, nothing has 
changed in our high schools 
since the 70s. Cannabis is still 
available on a daily basis to 
any student who chooses to 
use it, the cannabis is still be-
ing supplied by student dealers 
through organized local crimi-
nal enterprises, and harsh pun-
ishment does not deter most 
students who decide that they 
want to get high because they 
believe they are invulnerable. 
That is why I believe legaliza-
tion will help this issue. We will 
put the criminal enterprises out 
of the cannabis business and we 
will have dispensaries licensed 
by the state which check IDs. It 
will be impossible to keep teens 
from using cannabis, just like it 
is impossible to keep them from 
using alcohol if they choose to 

drink. However, legalizing can-
nabis will bring it up from the 
underground market and make 
it more difficult for teens to 
purchase and use.”

This is an issue which this 
teacher relates to very well, as 
they speak with the perspective 
of someone who has been there.

“I did smoke cannabis in 
high school. I was dealing with 
serious emotional and family 
problems. Cannabis helped me 
relax. Cannabis also caused me 
to skip school to smoke it, did 
not help me make good grades 
because I was too high to fo-
cus and ended up getting me 
kicked out of high school for 
possession. What I really need-
ed was professional counseling 
but that was not available.”

They also believe that there 
is never a good reason for teens 
to consume cannabis for recre-
ational purposes.

“Teens are not responsible 
enough to be using cannabis 
recreationally, just as they are 
not responsible enough to be 
using alcohol. Teens need to 

wait until they are 21 to even 
consider using cannabis. I told 
my own son many times when 
he was a teen that there were 
zero reasons for him to use any 
mind altering substance while 
he was focused on his educa-
tion, his athletic development 
and figuring out who he was as 
a person.”

Texas saw 12 bills introduced 
to the legislature during the 
2015 session concerning canna-
bis, varying from penalty re-
duction, medical, to full legal-
ization. Only one of those bills 
passed, a limited CBD medical 
cannabis bill.

A recent survey by Texas Ly-
ceum shows that 75 percent of 
Texans want to reduce the pen-
alty for cannabis possession. As 
for legalization, about 46 per-
cent are supportive while 48 
percent are opposed.

Stay up to date with the lat-
est cannabis news from a Texas 
perspective by following the 
Texas Cannabis Report social 
media pages.

As states stand on the verge 
of legalizing both medical and 
recreational cannabis, fears con-
tinue to play out among people 
concerned that the new policy 
will lead to increased consump-
tion of cannabis by teens.

Harris County District Attorney Devon Anderson
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Charlie Tripodi
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Kyla Tripodi
Broker/Owner
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BERRY SUMMIT – $3,200,000
12 legal parcels totaling ±2,240
acres only 30 minutes from 
Arcata! Property has convenient
deeded access off of HWY 299 and
Titlow Hill Road, scenic Redwood
Valley views, and some parcels
offer PG&E power. Water sources
include creeks and natural spring
fed ponds. Parcels have a variety
of timber including Maple, Tan
Oak, Cedar, Fir, Alder, Pine and
Madrone. Several investment 
opportunities available. Qualified
Buyers, please call us to discuss.

RUTH – $60,000
±5.5 Beautiful acres conveniently
located next to the Ruth Store and
Bar, just 10 minutes from Ruth
Lake! Property features community
water, PG&E at the street, and a
developed camping site. Mostly
wooded with a small meadow and
creek as one of the boundaries.

SMITH RIVER – $499,000
This beautiful ±75 acre “banana
belt” property features a small
barn, a 1680 square foot two 
bedroom home complete with a
bonus atrium, power, multiple
building sites, community water
and stunning views of the Smith
River Valley. Property is comprised
of 4 separate legal parcels.

HYDESVILLE – $459,000
Spacious 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom
home situated on ±2.46 acres, 
secluded and private with your own
forest and creek just steps from the
house. Several out buildings with
excellent sun exposure perfect for
gardening!

NEW LISTING 
FORTUNA – $650,000
This is a beautiful, newly remodeled
home built in 2001 with modern
updates on a private ±3.7 acre parcel!
2,500 square feet with 4 bedrooms,
2.5 baths, and a 3 car garage, space
is no issue here. Features include
oak wood floors, stainless steel 
appliances, quartz countertops,
and so much more. The amenities
are truly endless!

FORTUNA – $479,000
Stunning Colonial style 4 bed 3
bath Victorian Estate with guest-
house, that boasts quality crafts-
manship of old, combined with
tasteful updates of comfort and
convenience. Must see to appreciate
this stellar classic Estate!

REDUCED 
HAWKINS BAR – $325,000
This ±29 acre property features an
open meadow three acre flat with a
gated driveway, PG&E lines to the
property and beautiful river views.

ONO – $110,000
±40 Acre versatile property for 
cattle, horses or hunting. Features
a seasonal pond, well and 360 
degree ridgetop views. Secluded
and quiet!

KNEELAND – $289,000
±80 acres located near the intersection
of Greenwood Heights and Knee-
land Road, only 25 minutes from
Eureka. This lush end of the road
parcel boasts harvestable Redwood
timber, year round creek, and
beautiful Humboldt County views.
This unique parcel is ready for
your personal development, call
today to schedule your private
tour. Seller is truly motivated, submit
all offers! Owner may carry.

THE MOST LISTINGS & SALES IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY
The Experience, Knowledge & Professionalism to Make Your Dreams Come True

FEATURED 
HYAMPOM – $599,000
±615 Acre parcel overlooking the Hyampom Valley off of Route
1. Properties feature roads, terraced topography, year round
water and amazing views of the Trinity Alps.

NEW LISTING 
WEITCHPEC – $275,000
±60 Acre parcel privately located off
Bald Hills Road. Property features a
main unfinished house with loft,
secondary cabin, large barn style out
building, year-round producing
spring with a holding pond for storage,
and large open flats. A very peaceful
setting; would make a great 
getaway/home site.

HAYFORK – $350,000
±18 Acres with amazing mountain
views, this property is a must see!
Features include a well, 2 water
storage tanks, septic, electric, and
a 2 story barn with sleeping loft.
Lower section has creek frontage,
one side of the property borders a
swimming hole, and upper level
has a cleared home site that is
ready for your dream home!

HYAMPOM – $199,000
Conveniently located between
Hyampom valley and Route 1,
this landlocked property is an 
excellent timber investment. The
parcel is heavily timbered and features
a large year-round creek and a
small, cleared building site.

FERNDALE – $289,000
Farmhouse style cabin situated
on ±10 acres conveniently located
close to the quaint town of Ferndale.
Abundant water, outbuildings, gravel
pit and mixed timber.

SMITH RIVER – $159,000
Property is made up of two separate
parcels, ±20 acres each. With
building sites, flats, ocean views,
a well and existing cabin all this
affordable parcel is missing is you!

MY BUST – 
BARBARA BENSON

sympathizes with the hundreds 
of young black men harassed, 
maimed and murdered in officer 
involved shootings all over the 
US. She has lost faith in Ameri-
can justice and is a lot more re-
ceptive to others’ stories after the 
cops made up stories about her. 

  But, like other resilient souls 
before her, she is bouncing back, 
fulfilling her vision of a healing 
sanctuary for rescued horses she’s 
gentled and trained to help autis-
tic kids. She’s climbed out of that 
financial disaster, got the 3.5-acre 
property, just build a 60’ round 
pen, and is eager to realize more 
of her dream.  As 12 step friends 
of mine used to say, “The best re-
venge is living well.” 
Go, Barbara!

It’s a sad, frightening and all too familiar story. 
In its 6 months as an Emerald Magazine feature, 
My Bust has often “starred” the Humboldt County 
Drug Task Force. Victim after victim has spoken of 
their unprofessional, at times brutal behavior, all 
staged in their signature black – SUVs, boots, and guns. 
Well, here we go again....

for a safe haven. She checked 
tenants’ 215 status, made sure 
they weren’t tearing up walls and 
floors to accommodate bigger 
grows. She adjusted.

One day about two years ago ev-
erything changed abruptly. She 
found herself in handcuffs gaz-
ing at the black SUVs, boots and 
guns, subjected to rude comments 
as officers got their jollies at her 
expense and quoted Federal law 
at her. (Innocent until proven 
guilty. Have these guys heard of 
that?) She watched them ransack 
her home and even paw through 
her mom’s ashes. “I’m just a nor-
mal person,” says the 70-year-old, 
“ they showed no empathy, just 
anger.”

  She remembers the then head of 
the HC Drug Task Force saying 
one day, during the ugly blur of 

  Barbara Benson trains horses 
and she was happily doing that 
in Fresno County when her mom 
passed away, leaving her an apart-
ment house in McKinleyville. 
Though she was born in Hum-
boldt, she had not lived here in a 
while. She came back to fix up her 
mom’s property to be able to rent 
out the apartments.

At first, she said, when she found 
renters using or growing canna-
bis, she wanted them out. Once 
Prop. 215 passed she got some 
advice from the Self-Help Clinic 
on the third floor of the county 
courthouse, saying that she can-
not evict 215 cardholders without 
some other cause. Being a practi-
cal person and not being anti-can-
nabis, she got used to it.

  Word got around. The money 
was good; folks would pay well 

months that followed, “I know 
Barbara Benson hates me now.” 
She incurred $30,000 in legal ex-
penses, was charged with conspir-
acy, selling, hash-making (a com-
pletely fabricated story built upon 
one small length of PVC pipe, 
a fairly typical item for a home-
owner to have) and spent some 
time in a cold jail cell, where her 
arthritis flared up. She suffered 
horrible anxiety and developed an 
irregular heartbeat that has since 
gotten back to normal. Barbara 
credits the talented attorney Mark 
Harris with extracting her from 
that nightmare. The tenants were 
guilty only of misdemeanors, be-
ing state legal. Gradually, things 
settled down.

  But Barbara would never be the 
same. She now has a fear of police 
she never had before and deeply 

BY MOLLY CATE
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@HumboldtPatient

HumboldtPRC

Over 16 Years of 
operation in Arcata
Clean Green Certified Garden 

Free Rewards Program 
Free Wellness Services 

Lab Tested Products
Informative and Helpful Staff

Located at 980 6th St.  
Arcata,California 
Monday-Friday 10am-6pm  
Saturdays 11am-6pm
707-826-7988 
www.HumboldtPRC.com

Humboldt County’s 
Original Medical 

Collective


